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Getting Started  
Welcome to your personal research & analysis portal by BMA Capital. BMA promises to provide unmatched 

experience to its clients in order to ensure that they are always ahead of the market! 

The Market Cover Research Portal provides real time data analytics enabling the user to filter stocks using 

comprehensive comparison tools.  The User is empowered through seamless integration of the analytics right in the 

existing trading terminal. The portal can be accessed through a simple click on the ‘market cover’ (1) button of the 

trading terminal.  

 This manual provides an in depth view of the research portal highlighting the tools at disposal of the user for 

intelligent decision making. 
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Dashboard 
 

The uniquely designed dashboard offers a comprehensive look of all key market activities in real time.  

The User gets a quick snapshot of all indices (1) along with its day and 52-week range (2). The market performers (3) 

segments is based on volumes, positive and negative share price change. Most recent financial results announcement 

(4) and the upcoming board meetings (4) will make sure no important information is missed. Key economic metrics (5) 

are displayed below them. 

 

The graph charts investment of both local and foreign investors (1) by client (2) and sectors for up to a year.  
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Sectors Overview 
 

The page encompasses all the sectors listed on the stock exchange providing a holistic view of all sectors.  User can 

sort them according to market capitalizations (1) and identify top performing sectors (2). 

 

Companies in a can be compared and selected based on several performance and size metrics. 
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Company Page 
 

 

When a particular company is picked, the user can have a detailed insight of it.  

He can see the movement in share prices (1) along with day range, 52 weeks range (2) and returns (3) on daily, weekly, 

monthly and yearly basis. The interactive graph (4) charts details of price movement from time frame on second basis 

up to yearly basis. 

The company overview tab is a quick glimpse on recent financial performance along with a holistic overview of the 

company’s performance in graphical format. The radar chart (1) allows the user compare companies within the same 

sector.  
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The company profile tab has all the qualitative information regarding the company and covers its introduction, 

shareholding patterns, management profile, factory location, employees, auditors, share registrar and contact 

details. 

The performance tabs allows user to dig into financial performance of the company through various fundamental 

indicators. All indicators are grouped together according to appropriate categories namely profitability, investors, 

valuation, capital structure, liquidity and efficiency (1). 
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The calculation methodology with all the formulae and their definitions (1) are provided when the user hovers on a 

specific indicator. Both sector (2) and historic comparison (2) has been incorporated along with a trend line (2) to 

review growth of the company.  

The financial tab has complete income statement and balance sheet of the respective company on both annual and 

quarterly basis up to a maximum of 8 years. 

The news and announcement tab have company specific information.  
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Announcements 

 
 

The dedicated real time announcement tab ensures the user stays updated on material information circulated in the 

market. User can filter announcements on both company (1) and dates basis (2). Complete announcement can also be 

viewed using the link (3). 

Stock Screener 
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The stock screener tab equips the user with maximum power to navigate and identify the right stocks based on 

several filtration techniques namely filtration by index, sector, price/financial and performance ratios.  

Advanced Charting 
 

 

The advance charting tab is lifeline for day traders. These technical indicators are based on mathematical models 

which assists the user identify the right time to enter and exit market. User can apply indicators on a time frame 

ranging from 1 minute up to 1 month (1) on all listed companies. He can view the graphs in form of candlesticks, bars 

and line (2) and can observe share price movements and their technical starting from year 2000. User also has the 

power to compare (3) one company with another using 15 most relevant indicators (4) and draw trend lines and 

Fibonacci (5). 


